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aka.ms/TrainCertDeck
The Microsoft Azure training and certifications guide has been created to provide training and certification options to achieve personal success.

It includes resources such as certification portfolio, overview, journey and learning path to help you prepare for your learning experience.
The Microsoft 365 training and certifications guide has been created to provide training and certification options to achieve personal success.

It includes resources such as certification portfolio, overview, journey and learning path to help you prepare for your learning experience.
Dynamics 365

The Dynamics 365 training and certifications guide has been created to provide training and certification options to achieve personal success.

It includes resources such as certification portfolio, overview, journey and learning path to help you prepare for your learning experience.
The Power Platform training and certifications has been created to provide training and certification options to achieve personal success.

It includes resources such as certification portfolio, overview, journey and learning path to help you prepare for your learning experience.
The Microsoft Security, Compliance and Identity training and certifications has been created to provide training and certification options to achieve personal success.

It includes resources such as certification portfolio, overview, journey and learning path to help you prepare for your learning experience.
Resources

- Microsoft Learn: [Microsoft.com/Learn](aka.ms/Learn)
- Learning Partners: [aka.ms/LearningPartners](aka.ms/LearningPartners)
- Microsoft Learn Newsletter: [aka.ms/LearnNewsletter](aka.ms/LearnNewsletter)
- Microsoft practice tests: [aka.ms/PracticeTests](aka.ms/LearnFAQ)
- Microsoft Learn Support: [aka.ms/LearnFAQ](aka.ms/LearnFAQ)
- Microsoft Learn Tech Community: [aka.ms/LearnTechCommunity](aka.ms/LearnTechCommunity)
- Certification poster: [aka.ms/TrainCertPoster](aka.ms/MCPForum)
- Certification Support: [aka.ms/MCPForum](aka.ms/MCPForum)
- Microsoft Learn Blog: [aka.ms/MicrosoftLearnBlog](aka.ms/MicrosoftLearnBlog)

Stay connected

- Microsoft Learn on Twitter: [Microsoft Learn on Twitter](aka.ms/LearnTwitter)
- Microsoft Learn on LinkedIn: [Microsoft Learn on LinkedIn](aka.ms/LearnLinkedIn)